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Island Bay School Curriculum

Our Approach

OUR LEARNER
CENTRED
APPROACH
Our curriculum recognises that
there are unique realities for the
learner that deserve recognition in
the design of learning and schooling.
Children who enjoy a learner-centred
approach to the curriculum are
engaged and interested in their
learning, gaining greater meaning,
understanding and satisfaction
from their schooling experience.
Our curriculum reflects both the
spirit and intent of New Zealand’s
National Curriculum.

AT ISLAND
BAY SCHOOL
WE CARE.
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Our Vision

Whanaungatanga
Empowered
Curious, Creative, Critical & Collaborative
Active Citizenship
Resilient
Empathetic
Whanaungatanga We
encourage connected,
cohesive relationships
between each other
and our communities.
Educating our tamariki
is a collaborative process.

Empowered We are
engaged in and motivated
by deep learning, using
pedagogical approaches
that enable students to
take charge of their own
learning (agency).

Curious, Creative,
Critical & Collaborative
We develop learners that
are curious, creative and
critical thinkers; they
connect ideas together.
Active citizenship We
challenge learners to
engage with and respond
meaningfully to local
and global issues.

Resilient We have the
ability to recover from
or adjust to change.

Empathetic We build
the capacity and ability
to understand and share
the feelings of others.
We encourage learners
to set aside assumptions
about the world to gain
insight into users and their
needs. Empathy is about
perspective-taking.

Island Bay School Curriculum

Our Principles

Our learner-centred approach reflects
the spirit and intent of the New Zealand
Curriculum. We personalise teaching
and learning for individuals and groups
of students using a wide variety of
educational programmes, learning
experiences, instructional approaches,
and academic support strategies.
These methods link deep conceptual
understandings in the curriculum
to learners’ contexts: their distinct
learning needs, interests, aspirations,
and cultural backgrounds.
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OUR CORE
PRINCIPLES
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Our Principles

1

2

3

We develop learning in
highly personalised ways —
learning processes enable
children to participate in
their own learning, make
meaning and follow unique
pathways. Students develop
their own sense of new
concepts. Children are
empowered to achieve
goals and challenges.

We create environments
where deep learning is
supported — we challenge
children’s understanding
and employ a problem
solving stance to the
curriculum. Students build,
develop and apply their
understanding of ideas.
Meta-cognitive processes
are explicitly taught.

Teachers plan and create
environments and learning
experiences that create the
conditions for students to
explore, think critically, have
fun and make meaning. We
develop curious and creative
thinkers by enabling students
to wonder, inquire, and play
with imaginative ideas.

4

5
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All students, whānau and
staff have a responsibility
to contribute to and foster
the connections between
us. Respectful, open and
engaging relationships
with children are key to
successful learning. The
quality of our relationships
inform the state of our
connections and therefore
our collective sense.

We value diversity —
children learn differently
so teachers prioritise
getting to know each
individual child and build
strong relationships with
them and their whānau as
the foundation for teaching
and learning. We empower
students to take ownership
and participate actively in
their own learning.

We value empathy,
encouraging children
to consider others’
perspectives and
feelings, and to act
on this understanding.

Island Bay School Curriculum

OUR
CULTURE
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Our Culture

We talk about:
+ Relationships with others
+ Other people’s perspectives
+ Things that interest us / ideas worth pursuing
+ Our problems, questions, ideas about and potential in the world
+ Our thinking: curious, critical, creative, collaborative

We celebrate:

EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

+ Working together
+ Difference
+ Questioning
+ Creativity
+ Curiosity
+ Empowerment
+ Critical thinking
+ Risk-taking

+ Ako
+ Empathy
+ Resilience
+ Learning
+ Pono: Self-belief
+ Manakitanga
+ Taking action in
meaningful ways

Island Bay School Curriculum

OUR
PHILOSOPHY

Research
Theory Base:
+ We work to pose
problems or construct
cognitive conflict in
order to test ideas
and grow deep
understanding.
≈ Piaget, 1977

+ We seek to
challenge children’s
understanding.
≈ Vygotsky, 1962, 1978

+ We seek to value
and understand
children’s points
of view.
≈ Murdoch, 2008

WHAT WE
BELIEVE ABOUT
LEARNING
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Our Philosophy

+ We work to build
learning around
‘Big Ideas’, important
concepts worthy
of investigation.
≈ Murdoch, 2015

+ We seek to develop
the ‘Learning to
Learn’ skills.
≈ Wells & Claxton, 2002

We do not learn from
experience, we learn from
reflecting on experience.
≈ Dewey, 1944

Respectful, open and
engaging relationships
with children are key
to successful learning.

We recognise that learning
is highly personal. Therefore,
learning processes that
enable children to participate
in their own learning, make
meaning and follow unique
pathways are supported.
≈ The Hidden Lives of Learners,
Nuthall, 2007

≈ Clarke, Timperley & Hattie, 2003

We aim to cater for diverse
learners, recognise that
children learn differently
and promote ways of
students taking ownership
and participating actively
in their own learning.
≈ Best Evidence Synthesis,
Alton Lee, 2003

We engage children in
becoming knowledgeable,
in generating new
knowledge and in taking
action. This process is
central to our ‘inquiry
learning’ curriculum.
≈ Catching the Knowledge Wave,
Gilbert, 2005

We value learning
dispositions, cultivating
learners who are curious,
collaborative, critical,
creative, caring, and
reflective.
≈ Teaching Thinking: Philosophical
Enquiry in the classroom, Fisher, 2007

Focus on the ‘how’ of
learning rather than the
‘what’ of learning, and
use the content as the
vehicle for teaching skills
i.e. Key Competencies.
≈ Carr & Peters, 2005, p. 27

Island Bay School Curriculum

OUR
PRACTICE
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Our Practice

Four Core Approaches:
1. Integrated Curriculum
2. Big Ideas — A Conceptual Curriculum
3. Developing Key Competencies through the ‘The Island Bay Dispositions’
4. Inquiry Learning

Island Bay School Curriculum
Our Vision:

Creating holistic learners in a broad curriculum that
fosters a love of learning & cultivates creative minds.

Essential Core learning:

Reading, Writing, Mathematics and Physical Education

Integrated Curriculum Areas:

STRATEGIES
APPROACHES
TECHNIQUES

Learning About

Learning to Learn

Learning Through

Dominant Learning Areas:
Health
Science
Social Studies
Aspects of technology
e.g. Nature of Technology

Dispositions:
Creativity
Curiosity
Collaboration
Critical Thinking
Empathy
Resilience
Reflection

The Arts
Mathematics
Statistics
English
Technology
Māori
Languages

These areas consist of
knowledge and skills about
‘the way the world works’.
Most inquiries will identify
one main ‘host’ area that
drives essential content.

Key Competencies:
+ Thinking
+ Managing self
+ Participating & contributing
+ Relating to others
+ Using language,
symbols & texts

Several but not all of
these curriculum areas
will be represented in
each inquiry. English will
be represented in all.

Island Bay School Curriculum

OUR
BIG IDEAS

A CONCEPTUAL
CURRICULUM
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Our Big Ideas

+ Overarching concepts,
themes, issues or ideas
worthy of exploration.
+ The content and
contexts are not fixed.
+ Big Ideas are covered
once at each level
of the curriculum.
All curriculum strands
are covered at each level.

Structure

Systems

The way in which the parts
of something are connected
together, arranged or
organised; a particular
arrangement of parts.

A set of things working
together as parts of
a mechanism or an
interconnecting network;
a complex whole.

Change

Relationship

To transform or be
different. Focus on
the nature of the change,
how and why it occurred
and the impact it had.

The way in which two
or more things are
connected, or the state
of being connected and
the factors that influence
the nature of connection.

Significance

Central Concepts

The quality of being worthy
of attention; importance.

These concepts are
linked to particular Big
Ideas. Each time an inquiry
is planned, teachers will
look to the associated
concept to consider how
it can be explored through
the context. These pivotal
concepts should dwell
clearly within the major
understanding goal/s.

Island Bay School Curriculum

Innovation,
Enterprise,
& Creativity.

This theme is about recognising the
importance of creativity, the nature of
design, construction, and innovation.
It explores the systems necessary to
effectively model, test and evaluate
ideas into new ways of doing or being.

Science
Technology
Social Science

Connecting
Culture, Past,
Present &
Future.
Social Science

Environment
& Sustainability
with Human
Possibilities
Science
Social Science

Our Big Ideas

Healthy Me,
Healthy You,
Healthy
Communities
Health
Social Science

This theme is about the significance
of the ideas, beliefs and practices,
specifically NZ’s bicultural identity,
multiculturalism and the many ways in
which people are connected. It is about
how the past, present, and future have
significance over one another, shaping
individuals, communities and places.
It is about history and how learning from
the past can help us to understand the
present and shape the future.

This theme explores the changing
relationships between people and
the environment and the impact
of human activity on the local and
global environment. It also involves
investigating the possibilities and
potential of technology.

Patterns &
Principles
underpinning
Phenomena
Science
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This theme is about how and why humans
choose to group together and the significance of the roles and responsibilities
associated with participation in these
groups. This theme is also about the human
body as a system. It is about the nature of
self and the factors that influence who we
are, how we grow and change, and how we
maintain healthy bodies and personal well
being.

This theme is about the natural laws
and principles that shape our world
and explain how it works. It is about
the patterns and principles that underpin
phenomena. This theme is also about how
curiosity, wonder, and the desire to solve
problems can lead to new discoveries.
+ Planet Earth and Beyond
+ Physical World
+ Material World
+ Living World

Island Bay School Curriculum

Our Practice

OUR LONG

TERM PLAN

2018

2019

2020

2021

Connecting Culture, Past,
Present, and Future
Significance

Healthy Me, Healthy You,
Healthy Communities
Mental Health
Significance

Connecting Culture, Past,
Present, and Future
Significance

Healthy Me, Healthy You,
Healthy Communities
Healthy Bodies/Nutrition
Relationships

The Natural World
Physical World
Forces, Electricity,
Magnetism
Significance

The Natural World
Planet Earth and Beyond
Solar System Relationships
and Systems

The Natural World
Physical World
Light, Sound, Waves,
Heat Significance

The Natural World
Planet Earth and Beyond
Solar System Relationships
and Systems

The Natural World
Material World
Change and Structure

Environment and Sustainability
with Human Possibilities
The Natural World
The Living World
Relationships

The Natural World
Material World
Change and Structure

Environment and Sustainability
with Human Possibilities
The Natural World
The Living World
Change

Innovation, Enterprise,
and Creativity
Systems

Innovation, Enterprise,
and Creativity
Systems
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OUR
INQUIRY MODEL

Reflection

Synthesis

Now What/So What?

Stating revised understandingswhat do we think and know now?
Explicit connections articulated
to make understanding explicit.

Combining parts to make a
whole. Making connections
together. Hinge connecting
analysis to action.

What have I learnt? What should I do now?
Can I communicate my learning or take
action to make a difference in my life, the
lives of others or the world around me?

Island Bay School
Inquiry Planner
Big Idea
A rich concept developed from
the conceptual curriculum.

Deep understanding
Statements drawn from the
NZ Curriculum that indicate
key learning understandings
that students will develop.

Context
Development of a provocation.
A statement or question that
causes cognitive conflict.
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Our Practice

Sorting Out

Student understanding
assessed using SOLO:

Tuning In

Finding Out

+ Prestructural
+ Unistructural
+ Multistructural
+ Relational
+ Extended Abstract

Engagement and gathering
prior knowledge. Immersion
or front loading in the topic may
be required if little is known
or experienced. Development
of questions that can guide
the ‘Finding Out’ phase.

Gaining knowledge- emphasis
is on gathering data first hand
from a range of experiences
linked to deep understandings.
Teachers play an important role
in designing episodes of learning
to assist children to develop
knowledge and understanding.

	Note: Phases are
broadly sequential.

Organising, analysing and
communicating information
gathered. What meaning can
be made of the data? Revising
original theories, reflective
thinking and synthesis.
What are we learning?
What does it mean to you?

Going Further
Raising or revisiting questions,
extending experiences,
challenging assumptions,
going deeper. Individuals and
groups may take the inquiry
into new unexpected territory
following own questions
(emphasis on differentiation).

≈ SOLO Taxonomy,
John Biggs, 1982

Understanding: Make explicit children’s understanding- How does understanding change over time?
≈ Classroom Connections, Kath Murdoch, 2010

Island Bay School Curriculum

COMPETENCIES
& DISPOSITIONS
The Key Competencies and
their related Disposition.
Our purpose is to weave
the values and key
competencies through the
content/concepts specified
in the 8 principles of the
New Zealand Curriculum.

Competencies & Dispositions
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Developing Key
Competencies
through Dispositions.
Learning involves building
knowledge, developing
skills and competencies
to use and apply that
knowledge, and growing
dispositions — the internal
motivation to learn.
As learners reflect on
their competencies and
dispositions (through
metacognition — thinking
about thinking), they learn
to understand how they
learn best.
At Island Bay we foster
a disposition to learn.
Dispositions turn
abilities into action.
Teachers support
learners to use and apply
their knowledge and to
recognise opportunities
for doing so. Learners
are given opportunities to
learn from and with others,
and to reflect — as lifelong
learners — on the ongoing
development of their
skills, competencies
and dispositions.

Island Bay School Curriculum

Our Dispositions

ISLAND BAY
DISPOSITIONS

Whanaungatanga

+ Relationship
+ Kinship
+ Family
+ Shared
+ Partnership
+ Belonging
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Empathetic

+ Aware
+ Noticing
+ Considerate
+ Empathetic
+ Listening actively
+ Accepting of others
+ Perspective-taking

Our Dispositions

Resilient

+ Grit
+ Emotions
+ Goal setting
+ Self esteem
+ Learn from mistakes
+ Strengths/Weaknesses
+ Problem Solve
+ Self control
+ Social skills
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Curious

+ Wondering
+ Questioning
+ Open
+ Inquisitive
+ Investigation
+ Eager
+ Interested
+ Innovative

Our Dispositions

Collaborative

+ Listening
+ Respectful
+ Compromising
+ Role-taking
+ Negotiating
+ Participative
+ Able to work in a team
+ Combining
+ Open to learning from others
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Creative

+ Inquisitive
+ Persistent
+ Imaginative
+ Collaborative
+ Disciplined
+ Passionate
+ Open-minded
+ Problem solving
+ Innovative

Our Dispositions

Empowered

+ Meaningfulness
+ Competence
+ Impact
+ Choice
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Critical

+ Reasoning
+ Evaluate
+ Discerning
+ Connecting
+ Justifying
+ Challenging
+ Synthesising
+ Non-assuming
+ Question-posing
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Our Vision

Active Citizenship

+ Initiative
+R
 esponsibility
+C
 oncern
+S
 ocial
+ Impact
+S
 ocietal responsibility
+E
 nvironmental responsibility

Island Bay School Curriculum

The Adventure
of Island Bay Issy

Island Bay School
6 Thames St
Island Bay
Wellington
6023
P 04 939 3010
E principal@islandbay.school.nz
islandbay.school.nz

